
DIY Montessori Dancers Mobile 
 
These directions and the instructions pictures are from the wonderful post from 
Texas Health Moms blog - 
http://texashealthmoms.blogspot.com/2012/03/dancer-mobile.html - and 
edited/reformatted for this document by TammyMom.  TammyMom’s additional 
comments are in blue.   

 

Materials: 

 

 Pattern for the shapes – from Texas Health Moms blog  

 Two pieces of self adhesive metallic paper or hologram paper in two 
contrasting colors (like dark blue and silver or bright red and silver) – I 
found mine at my local Jo-Ann Fabric and Craft Store 

 Scissors 

 A needle 

 Invisible thread - also from Jo-Ann’s 

 Wooden dowels – I bought mine from Hobby Lobby and cut it into 3 
sections – 30cm, 15cm, and 15cm.   

 Hot glue gun and sticks 
 

Instructions: 

 
1) Peel one of the metallic papers and stick it on to the back of the pattern so that you can see the shapes. Cut out the 

shapes.   

 
 

2)  One side of the shapes should now be covered with shiny hologram paper. Peel the other metallic paper and stick the 
shapes to it, white paper side down. Cut the pieces. You should now have hologram paper on both sides.   

 
 

3) Lay the shapes out so they create figures. You can make each side all one color or alternate like I did here.  Starting from the 
bottom, use the needle to poke holes through the shapes and thread the fishing wire (or invisible thread) through to tie the 
shapes together, knotting each time.  This is the step that took me the longest.  For a great close-up of what this step can 
look like, look at this post from La Tela di Carlotta: https://www.lateladicarlotta.com/en/montessori-mobile-the-dancers-
free-template/.    
 

4) With the cotton thread, tie the sticks together to form a cross.  Then, attach one dancer to each arm of the cross using the 
invisible thread.  Attach them at different heights.   I actually did mine differently – see picture at top.  I used three sections 
of a dowel – a longer section (30cm) and two identical shorter ones (15cm).  I used invisible thread to tie them together. 
IMPORTANT – start at the bottom of the mobile with the dancers attached to each small dowel.  Then, find the points of 
balance of where you would tie the smaller dowels to the bigger dowel.  Once tied, I place a very small dab of hot glue on 
my knots so that they stay in place.   
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